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Issue Eight

Science as Colonial Fetish

The Extraterrestrial Indigene in North American Science Fiction of the 1950s and 1960s

Helen Addison-Smith, The University of Melbourne

I have always admitted that the science part of Science Fiction means
more to me than the fiction, but even I have to grant that there is a
difference between a science article and a story. I personally get a lot
more fun out of working up the possible permutations of a scientific
theme than out of the somewhat trivial job of making characters
perform appropriate actions - yes, I know it shows. My reason, if there
is any beyond a purely subjective bias, is that science is really all that

determines what can happen.
Hal Clement [1]

As its name suggests, Science Fiction has always been fundamentally inspired by the possibilities of
science. Critics such as Karl S. Gunthke argue that Science Fiction is "a special form of philosophical
literature" [2] that deals specifically with an extrapolated scientific innovation, wherein the author of
Science Fiction enjoys a "freer rein to his imagination than those who write only as physicists are able

to." [3] Here, Science Fiction is itself thought of as a type of science, wherein hypothesises are
investigated through the experimental medium of fiction. Although Gunthke's definition could hardly be
applied to all Science Fiction - he himself only applies it to texts construed by him as worthy - this sort of
remark is far from uncommon in critical readings of Science Fiction.

In the 'Golden Age' of this genre (1938-1946), particular fields of science, the 'hard' or 'pure' discourses
of physics, mathematics and astronomy, were privileged as worthier of investigation, consequent
narratives being classified 'Hard Science Fiction.' By the 1950s, "self-consciously anthropological (and
sociological) science fiction began to appear" [4] alongside these. This trend was strengthened in New
Wave Science Fiction, which first appeared significantly in the 1960s. The 'social sciences' [5] (such as
anthropology, psychology and sociology) were often drawn upon, the idea of science as a progressive
ontology was critiqued, and the political concerns engaged were frequently those of the left. [6]

Key to this era was a concern with the United States' neo-colonialist actions (in Korea and Vietnam
particularly), and the impact of these on colonised peoples. Such concerns are particularly pertinent to
Science Fiction, with its pervasive narratives of space exploration and the creation of a "technoscientific
Empire": [7] the genre is fascinated with the expansionist possibilities of technologies enabled by the
'hard' sciences. As with colonialism on Earth, exploration in Science Fiction often results in contact with a

racial 'other.' even though the imagination of the extraterrestrial 'other' necessitates a marked remove
from scientific fact. This suggests the discourses informing the creation of this figure are not simply
'scientific.' John Flodstrom, for one, argues that the indigenous extraterrestrial in Science Fiction was
often represented "as an enemy to be defeated and eliminated, producing the victory of enlightenment
over savagery." [8] The extraterrestrial can be understood as the product of Science Fiction's colonialist
tendencies.

Such a claim will be further investigated in this article. Three Science Fiction texts produced in the 1950s

and 1960s that engage with the praxis of colonialism will be examined. Ursula Le Guin's Rocannon's

World (1966), Hal Clement's Cycle of Fire (1957) and Poul Anderson's Rebel Worlds (1969) all attempt to
're-write' colonialism, especially in the depiction of the indigenous extraterrestrial. This article examines
the use of the seemingly indisputable realism of both 'hard' and 'soft' scientific discourses in such
attempts. It is argued that stereotypical colonialist constructions of indigeneity markedly inform these
depictions of extraterrestrial life, in fact, however 'scientific' they appear or however much they attempt to
critique human/Western colonialism.

Hard Science Fiction



How 'science' is written into Science Fiction can be exemplified by an examination of the sub-genre of
Hard Science Fiction. This is often classified as being discrete from both the more popular and more
hybrid form of Science Fantasy, which utilizes tropes of the Fantasy novel (such as romantic heroes,
magical creatures and mystical talismans) in a setting also appropriate to Science Fiction, and the New
Wave, which has been characterised as "tend[ing] to be more concerned with the impact of the science
than with the science itself." [9]

That Hard Science Fiction invariably examines the 'hard' sciences is insufficient to its definition; the
difference between Hard and Soft Science Fiction (Science Fantasy) cannot be reduced to a set of
defining motifs. John Clute and Peter Nicholls argue that even though Hard Science Fiction should not
"wilfully ignore or break down scientific principles," [10] this characteristic is fundamentally manifested in
narrative style rather than in an actual extrapolation of scientifically proven fact. [11] David G. Hartwell
characterises this sub-genre's style as "conservative . . traditionally told in clear journalistic prose, [and]
eschewing consciously literary effects." [12] It is, he contends, a scientific exposition rather than a literary
narrative. [13] The 'literary effects' that Hartwell claims Hard Science Fiction eschews are not the effects
transforming a grouping of (speculative) data into a narrative; a 'scientific exposition' has its own generic
constraints, of course. Instead, Hartwell is referring particularly to conspicuously literary effects such as
the metaphor or the affective symbol, utilized in New Wave writing. The absence of such effects seeks to
create a particular kind of realism, wherein "intellectual craftsmanship . . logic and rationality" [14]
creates 'scientific plausibility.'

Popular Anthropology and Scientific Fiction

Science Fiction is not exclusive in its merging of a narrative with the pursuit (or the appearance) of
scientific plausibility. Texts that seek to explore the 'exotic' or speculative often appropriate aspects of
scientific discourse because of its position as the superior epistemology. One discipline that has
managed to marry a colonialist examination of the exotic 'other' and scientific method is anthropology.

Although some anthropological data can be diagrammatically codified, a Soft Science such as
anthropology inevitably strays into the area of persuasive written form more often than the Hard Sciences

do. Johannes Fabian's Time and the Other is a seminal and widely discussed critique of how these
dissertations are structured, particularly of how the subject of anthropology is created and written. He
argues that anthropology asserts its scientific status by using as many of the 'cleansing' tropes of
science as possible. The anthropological subject must thus disappear from the text; the subject's
"empirical presence turns into his theoretical absence"; [15] 'he' is transformed from being a human
being into an accumulation of data.

The Science Fiction narrative features the same sort of anxieties pertaining to its position in the scientific
field as the anthropological one. Both genres use 'scientific data' similarly to placate those anxieties.
Many Science Fiction texts, especially Hard Science Fiction texts, conspicuously display scientific and/or

pseudo-scientific data. In Poul Anderson's The Rebel Worlds, for example, we find passages such as the
following:

Aeneas is the fourth of its planets, completing an orbit in 1.73 standard years at an average
distance of 1.50 astronomical units and thus receiving two-thirds the irradiation that Terra
gets. Its mean diameter is 10,700 kilometers, its mass 0.45 Terra, hence gravity on the
surface equals 0.635 g. [16]

This level of scientific data in a fictional narrative can be termed 'data fetish.' As Gregory Benford points
out, Hard Science Fiction in particular is filled with the "drone of meticulous explanation . . . almost like a
bizarre fetish" [17] that seeks to anchor the text in "the authority of non-fiction." [18] As Lambourne
suggests, the 'science' in Science Fiction is employed "to convince the reader of the truth of a fictional
reality no matter how improbable it may sound," [19] to carry the authority and privilege of scientific
knowledge. Thus a 'useless' (imagined) form of narrative can carry the fetishised value of science, a
'useful' (researched) one.

The Fetish and Cultural Relativism

The notion of the fetish, if we define it with Anne McClintock as "the displacement onto an object (or
person) of contradictions that the individual cannot resolve at a personal level," [20] can often be seen at



work in colonialist scenarios. The indigene is often seen as having a 'foolish' attachment to objects that
are not valued by the colonist, hence the recurrent trope of 'beads and mirrors' in narratives of empire. In
this context, an indigene's perceived desire for an object is used to position their society below that of the
coloniser. The fetish can also be seen, however, as an extreme manifestation of cultural relativism, as we
can well imagine how an item that is valueless for the colonists' society is valuable in the indigenes.' and
vice versa. Thus the idea of the fetish illustrates how the value of an item, and even a system of
knowledge, is entirely dependent on its cultural context.

Cultural relativism is a definitive idea in modern anthropology and is certainly a widespread notion today.
It has at its core a problem, however, which can be summarised in one simple question - is cultural
relativism Western-centric? Much anthropological and Science Fictional discourse claims that it is not.
Science Fiction often goes further, positing that all science is beyond the bounds of cultural relativism.
Gregory Benford, for one, argues that a central goal of Hard Science Fiction is to try to "punch through
humanist complacency about the supposed centrality of human perspectives and comforts." [21] Benford
is contending here that the author of Science Fiction can display cultural relativism, not only regarding a
pre-existing culture, but also in her/his construction of an entirely fictional one.

Many texts facilitate this by featuring a radically un-human form of extraterrestrial life. Mark Clifton's Eight

Keys to Eden [22] and Edmond Hamilton's The Haunted Stars, [23] for example, feature extraterrestrials

with no form of embodiment that can be understood by a human. Poul Anderson's The Rebel Worlds
features an extraterrestrial life form with an extreme corporeality, the Didonian. This being is a
conglomerate of the three racial types on the planet, a rhinoceros-type creature, a monkey-type and a
bird-type. Separately they all have a very low, almost bestial, intelligence. However, each animal-type
features nodes on its body into which another animal-type can insert a protuberance. As a single
conglomerate unit, these life forms achieve an intelligence higher perhaps than the human.

These depictions, while certainly imaginative, can hardly be called 'scientifically objective.' The central
problem with such characterisations can be exemplified by the examination of a passage in that "purest

hard science writer," [24] Hal Clement's 1957 text, Cycle of Fire. An extraterrestrial character is described
as being "not human, and the pictures which formed most of his thoughts, being shaped by an eyesight
and cultural background drastically different from those of any human being, could never be properly
translated to the mind of a person of Earth." [25] This is a preface to the translation of that
extraterrestrial's mind into the narrative by an Earth-dwelling author. This is analogous to the so-called
objective stance often taken by the anthropologist when studying the racial 'other.' where an attempt is
made to remove herself/himself from the constructions of her/his culture, in order to display 'scientific
objectivity.' Throughout this text, Clement often seeks to contextualise the two characters' views in
particular situations as culturally formed ones, and so demonstrates their different cultural backgrounds
through different thoughts and actions; he thus builds an impression of narratorial 'anthropological'
objectivity.

The Creation of the Familiar 'Other'

The invention of alien life forms is one of Clement's specialties, to the extent that he authored a guide on
the subject titled "The Creation of Imaginary Beings." In this article, Clement is primarily concerned with
the scientific authenticity of an extraterrestrial corporeality. The method through which Clement prefers to
invent extraterrestrial beings involves his first determining the scientifically defined nature of the planet
on which they live, and consequently imagining "life forms which might reasonably evolve under such
conditions." [26] He then goes on to catalogue the characteristics of corporeality, visual modes, ways of
seeing, literally and metaphorically, what and how a creature breathes, appearance, skeletal structure,
and so on. He warns against the temptation to "make one's artificial organisms as weird as possible in
looks and behaviour,"[27] re-iterating the idea that Hard Science Fiction's particular form of realism is
about consistency and credibility.

Such use of 'scientific' data to create a seemingly 'objective' depiction of the indigenous 'other' is central
to popular anthropology too. One example of this can be found in the widely known work of popular

anthropology, Ishi in Two Worlds (1961). This text focuses on renowned anthropologist, Alfred Kroeber's

interaction with a Native American man who was, the text claims, the last 'wild' Yahi Indian. Ishi attempts
to claim the authenticity of science by using techniques popularly recognised as scientific. As Richard
Pascal points out, the mythos surrounding Ishi is particularly seductive, as it "has tended to project an
aura of scholarly respectability and social responsibility." [28] Within the text, we are regaled with details
of Ishi's physical type, his burial and coming-of-age rituals, his methods of farming, his clothing or lack



thereof, his mundane implements, his food and his ways of living in harmony with the land.

Yet such 'scientific' data is ordered into a narrative and the language used is far from 'objective.'
Harvest-time, for example, is described as "friendly and gossipy and neighbourly." [29] Throughout the
text, scientific detail is used to add a kind of weight to the narrative, while fictional effects are used to add
interest and persuasive rhetoric to the science.

We can see the same technique at work in Hal Clement's Cycle of Fire, which bases much of its quasi-
anthropological character on highlighting the link between the nature of the planet and the nature of that
planet's people (just as suggested by Clement in his instructional writings). The conditions on this planet
are totally foreign to Earth's; this is no barely disguised Edgar Rice Burroughs-like jungle. Although the
link drawn between this extreme habitat and the nature of the indigenous peoples is used to add to the
'scientific verity' of their depiction, this trope is in fact one often applied to actual indigenous peoples,
depicted as somehow 'closer to the land' than 'civilised' peoples.

Further stereotypes of the indigene can be found in the representation of the extraterrestrials. For
example, the central extraterrestrial character in this text, Dar, acts in the text as the 'Good Indian.'
patient, wise, brave, noble, in touch with nature and (most importantly) a loyal, subservient friend to the
white man. [30] Further, the 'true' nature of life on Dar's planet is only uncovered through intervention by
a white Earthman and subsequently a group of Earth scientists. It had not occurred to the 'natives.'
needless to say, ever to undertake this sort of examination. The planet was as epistemologically opaque
to its indigenes as any 'unmapped' Earth territory might be to the Terran (Earth-dwelling human). This
planet's resources, this time defined as novel scientific knowledge, lie dormant like mineral deposits in a
pre-colonial country on Earth, until the European or Terran arrives to utilise them 'properly.'

Such reflections of the trope of the indigene can also be found in The Rebel Worlds, where the culture of
the 'exotic' extraterrestrials is not as unfamiliar as their corporeality would suggest. Even the Didonians'
home planet is an extreme version of the jungle, the 'homeland' of the Terran 'savage.' The planet is
invoked thus: "Odors blew strange, a hundred pungencies, fragrant, sharp, rotten, spicy, nameless." [31]
This description links the strangeness of the planet's smell to its being un-named by the indigenes and
to its being undiscovered as yet by the Terrans. Even the extraterrestrials' dwellings seem familiar; these
beings live communally in one room without privacy, in shelters where the "walls were hung with skins,
crudely woven tapestries, tools, weapons, and objects that ... were sacred." [32] Stereotypes of
indigenous societies on Earth are replayed in the representations of the Didonians' primitive living
conditions, in their mysticism, in the importance of the tribe over the individual, in the belief in union with
the world and in the use of hallucinogenic drugs. The very names of the composite creatures ('Skilled
with Soil.' 'Cave Discoverer' and 'Master of Songs.' for example) are also reminiscent of the names of
Hollywood 'Indians.' The activities of these extraterrestrials are also familiar - their life outside mystical
ceremonies consists of hunting, foresting and basic trade.[33] Their spoken language is a vague,
mystical one. Pseudo-pidgin phrases abound such as "Perhaps i/we can become a good oneness that
will often have reason to exist." [34]

That these creatures have many familiar 'primitive' characteristics may not only reflect certain re-creations
of tropes of the 'savage.' but also a universalised ideology drawn from popular ideas of the 'evolution' of

mankind. In The Rebel Worlds such parallels are drawn overtly by an ethnologist, Kathryn. She explains
to the humans that collectivism is as essential to these life forms "'as 'tis in a lot of others . . . They
consider the whole world to be potentially a single entity. By ceremonies, mystic contemplation,
hallucinogenic foods, or whatever, they try to merge with it.'"[35] Here we see a link between Didonian
society, previously labelled by the narratorial voice as primitive,[36] and terrestrial societies also named

as such. A similar example can be found in Cycle of Fire, where a team of Terran scientists discover a
'stone-age' cave, full of objects that "might just have well come from a similar cavern on Earth."[37]
These passages reflect a discourse often apparent in anthropological texts, that all indigenous cultures
are similar in their lack of proper civilised society.

The Good, the Bad and the Scientific

The extraterrestrial societies so far examined are constructed fairly positively, reflecting romanticised
notions of the primitive. As in many colonialist texts, however, these 'Good Indian' must have 'Bad

Indians' as a counterpoint. [38] Cycle of Fire's 'Bad Indians' are the so-called "uncaught savages." [39]
The narrator characterises the village where these creatures live as "much simpler than some that may
be found in African kraals"; this "told a good deal more about the creatures than their words had." [40]



The implication here is straightforward - these people live in savagery, a familiar state which must colour

all encounters with them or their culture. In The Rebel Worlds, there are two types of extraterrestrial 'Bad
Indians.' First, there are the unnamed peoples whose existence is used to justify the fact of Empire. For
outside Imperial rule lie "the homes of savages and of barbarian predators who had too soon gotten
spacecraft and nuclear weapons . .. they housed darkness." [41] Second, there is a sub-culture of
Didonians also described as 'savages':

They were barbarically decorated with pelts, feather blankets, necklaces of teeth, body paint.
Their weapons were neolithic, flint axes, bone-tipped arrows and lances.
But they were not less deadly for that, and the ambush had been arranged with skill. [42]

These Didonions are barely disguised colonialist's 'savages.' The nature of the savage extraterrestrial
remains opaque to the world of anthropological understanding, and they only serve to remind that some
beings cannot be studied without first being 'pinned down.' In both these texts, extraterrestrial life has
been divided into two categories, the 'interesting' extraterrestrial who can be rehabilitated and integrated
into 'our' (Western) society (or at least studied by it), and the 'uninteresting' one, purely savage, who acts
as a justification for the continuation of empire. Such savages stand outside the possibility of cross-
cultural exchange.

This foregrounding of the importance of an exchange of cultural knowledge is an aspect of both these

texts' espousal of the primary importance of science. In Cycle of Fire, this can be seen in the use of
science as a teleological endpoint. Nils, the central human character, insists that Dar become involved in
the scientific investigation of the planet. Nils tries to act as a saviour to an 'Indian'; like a preacher saving
souls from eternal damnation, he imparts the benefit of scientific knowledge that will save Dar from
death. Dar, however, feels that there is something that Nils and the scientists, 'civilised' as they are, are
unable to impart to him, namely the scientific method. He says, "'It's the very way you people go about
solving problems - imagination and experiment together.'" [43] It is not knowledge that Dar's people lack,
it is the scientific mind. The text ends on a note of 'hope' with a speech by Dar:

"Nils, many of your years from now there will be quite a lot of my people who are part of me. I
will be gone, but you may still be around. Maybe with what you and I have done for them
some of those people will be scientists, and will have . . start[ed] something which may in
time be a civilisation like yours." [44]

It is clear that even though Dar's people may have civilisation, they do not have the best sort of
civilisation. This would be a science-based one, which can innovate as well as record (innovation being

the impetus behind Hard Sciences). The primacy of science to any society is argued here, without a
consideration of the possibility that science may be marked by the (Western/Terran) society from which it

initially arose. Proposing a superficial cultural relativism, Cycle of Fire contains messages of an
indigenous culture's 'need' for Westernisation (in the guise of 'humanisation'), for re-education, if it is to
participate in the universal teleology of science.

In The Rebel Worlds, the importance of science is enacted through the endorsement of the ethnologist,
Kathryn. Her character is presented as the text's moral centre, an educator of more racist/species-ist
characters. She often argues for the validity of cultural relativism in confrontation with the captain of the
starship, Dominic Flandry. Flandry is shown in these encounters as clumsily racist, with Kathryn being
undoubtedly represented as the wiser. For example, Flandry suggests raising some Didonians amongst
humans, as he would be intrigued by the results. Kathryn counters with "'Why not raise some humans
'mong Didonians?.'" [45] Here Kathryn challenges Flandry's sense of cultural superiority and his
imperialism. He is represented as just a simple soldier with fears and suspicions about aliens based
solely on emotion. For example, he has a friend who is an extraterrestrial, but thinks about him thus:

"You seem to know more about what your human shipmates think than a xeno should … I don't pretend to

understand what goes on in your brain [sic]." [46] Even the naming of an extraterrestrial 'xeno'(signifying
alien or stranger) is reminiscent of names such as 'coon' ascribed to a Terran 'other.'

Both of these texts attempt to take the narratorial voice beyond an anthropocentric subjectivity, through
quasi-scientific speculations, and by stretching the notion of cultural relativism to include the
(acceptable) societies of conspicuously exotic (but familiarly sentient) extraterrestrial life forms.
Traditional tropes of indigenous peoples are still apparent in these depictions, the 'impartial' depictions of
alien cultures ultimately undermined by a reliance on scientific dogma.



Bad Science

A text from this era that does question the primacy of science is Ursula Le Guin's Rocannon's World
(1966). Le Guin is the daughter of the anthropologists, Theodora and Alfred Kroeber; she consistently
uses anthropological themes in her writing. Furthermore, her protagonists are often anthropologists, "if
not by profession then by circumstance." [47] She is often seen as part of the feminist arm of the New

Wave. Rocannon's World utilizes many tropes of a Fantasy text, such as crumbling castles, fair ladies
and mysterious elves. One could imagine, consequently, that the concerns of science are relatively
unimportant in this text's narrative construction. It is, however, a text that manifests many of the same
constructions of science and technology that a conventional Hard Science Fiction text might. It does not
ignore science but engages with and ultimately rejects it. It also centrally explores the limitations of
characterisations bestowed by a Terran/Western science upon an extraterrestrial indigenous society.

Rocannon's World opens with a question:

How can you tell the legend from the fact on these worlds that lie so many years away?
Planets without names, called by their people simply The World, planets without history,
where the past is a matter of myth, and a returning explorer finds his own doings of a few
years back have become the gestures of a god. [48]

There is an implication here that extraterrestrial indigenous societies ascribe ahistoricism and
atemporality to their own culture. This characterisation suggests that it is in the nature of the
extraterrestrial indigene, just as the nature of the terrestrial indigene has been constructed, to remain
outside the sequential and teleological history of Western cultures, to remain detached from any external
culture and indeed, to only manifest real interest in their own. Indeed the culture in this text is so
introspective that it has not even named its world, which is instead named Rocannon's World (after the
anthropologist who studies and explores the planet) by the Technic/Western peoples. [49] On
Rocannon's World, the explorer/anthropologist character is appropriated and 'fictionalised' by the
indigenous culture, a trope familiar to readers of colonialist fiction. Also contained in this passage is a
familiar categorisation of indigenous societies as ahistorical. In the West, history has most usually been
equated with written history; a group of texts endorsed by the dominant culture. Oral histories, especially
those of indigenous peoples, have historically been ignored or marginalised by being designated as
'stories' rather than as 'facts.' Hence indigenous societies are often characterised as 'without history.'
existing only in the present, making them easy subjects for anthropology.

Thus, this passage begins the depiction of the cultures of this planet as prime anthropological subjects.
However, the narrative sees these peoples interacted with in ways that are not always conspicuously
scientific. Charlotte Spivack argues that Le Guin's greatest strength lies in her "characterisations of
races, of species." [50] Such skill is not, however, akin to Clement's creation of extraterrestrial aliens; we
are not regaled with fetishised 'hard' scientific detail. Indeed, scientism is satirised early in this text.
Rocannon reads the "Abridged Handy Pocket Guide to Intelligent Lifeforms" that briefly (and somewhat
misleadingly) describes the basic physical and cultural characteristics of the peoples on this planet. As
the title of this text-within-a-text implies, it is a satire of both the more reductive types of scientific
anthropology and perhaps even on the fetishised scientific data of Hard Science Fiction. The different
kinds of indigenous extraterrestrials are thus not explored through 'scientific data.' but rather through
their personal relationships with Rocannon. The anthropologists' interaction with their 'subjects' (which,
as Fabian has argued, is 'written out' of the traditional anthropological text) is here foregrounded.

There are three important 'races' of peoples on Rocannon's World. The most dominant is the quasi-
medieval Liur amongst whom the warrior is the heroicised social type, the family the endorsed social unit.
They are friendly with the Fiia, elfish, telepathically gifted people apparently happy to serve the Liur. The
third 'race' is the Gdemiar who have been given technologies by representatives of the League of All
Nations, a coalition of human and human-like, "aggressive, tool-making" [51] creatures. The Gdemiar are
known by others on the planet as 'clay folk.' described in the text as "[n]aked, squat, stiff . . . dampish-
looking like the skin of grubs; eyes like rocks." [52] Both Gdemiar and Fiia are identified in the text as
existing at a stone-age level of development, even though the Gdemiar have the most advanced
technology of any species on the planet by far. In this text a categorisation of stone-age and a
knowledge of Western-style technology do not constitute a contradiction. Indeed, the Gdemiar's lust to
emerge from the ahistoricism that is their lot, to take part in a Terran-centric scientific teleology, is quite
clearly constructed as negative. Their categorisation as stone-age rests instead on their depiction as a
troll-like people with an appropriately ugly society who live underground and scheme with the Terrans.



Rocannon is surveying these various societies because he too works for the League of All Nations,
whose representatives travel the universe looking for peoples that can be sufficiently trained in
technological competence to fight the large, frightening, but rather ill-defined extraterrestrial 'enemy.' In

this enemy - which, similarly to The Rebel Worlds, is defined only by its opposition to all 'civilised' mores
- we again find the suggestion of a race existing outside the possibility of cultural relativism.

The League is a colonial power with interests, not in land per se, or even in a land's material assets, but
in intelligent life with the potential to be educated 'scientifically.' Rocannon wonders whether the League
hasn't "slighted certain skills and powers and potentialities of intelligent life, and judged by too narrow a
standard." [53] As the textually endorsed protagonist, Rocannon displays an awareness of a possibility of
a greater cultural relativism. Within the narrative, he comes to understand that those cultures regarded
highly by the League, patently Western-style, human-like cultures, are not the epitome of intelligent life.

This issue is brought to the fore when Rocannon discovers another life form on the planet. These people
inhabit an apparently technically advanced city. Rocannon thinks, "Only a high culture could have
achieved this." [54] The creatures are angelic, tall, hairless, slender, with golden eyes. They are
completely blind and deaf, however, and are unresponsive to any external stimulus. This leads
Rocannon, in a moment of misplaced belief in his own powers of cross-cultural understanding, to
suggest that they may have "an intelligence that was simply outside human scope." [55] It transpires that
they are completely mindless, insects in fact, that suck the life out of other creatures to sustain
themselves. This encounter with the insect species works as a parable for the idea that technology finally

defines (human-like) intelligence. This suggests that the use of tools cannot be used to define the
intelligence of a species, as such skills can also be manifested by a lower form of life that could not be

defined as possessing any type of humanity. Together with the negative construction of the Gdemiar,
such creatures illustrate an argument that it is neither technological expertise nor science that makes a

creature 'human.' Unlike Cycle of Fire, this text critiques the relevance of scientific knowledge to a
definition of 'humanity,' and also argues therefore against the type of ideology utilised by the West in
devaluing less scientifically-oriented, indigenous Terran cultures.

The peoples of Rocannon's World possess few of the characteristics traditionally associated with
indigenous peoples, however. What is familiar from previous colonialist representations of the indigene is
that their racial characteristics are far more marked than their personal ones are, even given that some

characteristics are depicted as superior to Terran/Western ones. In this way, Rocannon's World does not
entirely reject all Western scientific mores; this text still reflects anthropology's tendency to privilege the
cultural over the personal, especially when constructing the indigene.

The two positively drawn races, Liur and Fiia, do not interact with a Western teleological understanding
of science and technology, or even express an interest in it. This rejection of the West is, in fact, also a
familiar Rousseau-ean trope of the romantically self-sufficient indigenous person. That such a society is
seen as better than a Western-style one is reflected in the main narrative through the defection of the
Terran/Western scientist to the indigenous culture - Rocannon ends up 'going native.' opting out of
'history' and into 'myth.'

As in the other two texts examined, this text's glorification of one indigenous society is matched by its

negative depictions of others. In Rocannon's World, however, the criteria are reversed. To interact
willingly with Western society is to be an 'Uncle Tom.' to have 'sold out.' hence the Gdemiar lust for
technology is constructed as fundamentally problematic for the psychically-sensitive people and for the
forested wonderland below which they live. This is also manifested in the depiction of the mindless, yet
technologically advanced insect-people, characterisation of which argues against the inevitable
association by the West of technology and intelligence. The positively drawn races of Liur and Fiia have
neither 'scientific' technology nor any desire for a relationship with Western-style science: such desires
are constructed by this text to be improper for an indigenous (extraterrestrial) society.

Endpoint

In these Science Fiction texts of the 1950s and 1960s, we can see the beginning of a re-thinking and
re-writing of certain vital aspects of the genre, namely science, colonialism and the role of extraterrestrial
life, increasingly prevalent with the rise of the New Wave. These texts engage with the 'soft' social
sciences of anthropology and ethnology, and by doing so expand or critique the place of 'scientific'
rhetorics to this genre. Vital to this is the representation of positively drawn exotic, extraterrestrial life



forms, whose cultures are the focus of human anthropological attention. Clement's Cycle of Fire and

Anderson's The Rebel Worlds fetishistically utilize quasi-scientific data in their attempt to create
depictions of extraterrestrial life that go beyond biased, 'human-centric' depictions of the extraterrestrial
'other.' However, in both cases many of the characteristics and behaviours of these peoples -
ahistoricism, mysticism, introspection, community-mindedness, hunter-gatherer behaviours - in fact draw

heavily on familiar romantic tropes of the terrestrial indigene common in the colonialist texts. Rocannon's

World also draws on such tropes, creating an endorsed extraterrestrial society that is intrinsically
ahistorical, existing outside Western teleology, a characteristic often traditionally ascribed to indigenous
cultures. Further, these texts all contain extraterrestrial societies that reflect negative characterisations of

the indigene, as savages and brutes. The Gdemiar of Rocannon's World, the 'uncaught savages' of

Cycle of Fire, the wild Didonians and the unnamed savages of The Rebel Worlds, are all depictions of a
sentience unable to be understood or contained by the Western/Earth-dwelling characters. Hence these
three texts all contain a tripartite racial division of savage/extraterrestrial/Terran; this reflects an
'unfinished business' in the depiction of the indigenous character, as embodied in the extraterrestrial
indigene. The savage was still lurking in these Science Fiction texts, just as it was (and is) in texts more
immediately, obviously and widely acknowledged as colonialist. Neither the use of scientific 'data' to
create very 'alien' forms of intelligence, nor an application of modern anthropological mores such as
cultural relativism, nor the critique of the centrality of science, can completely 'cleanse' traces of
colonialist discourse from the representation of extraterrestrials in Science Fiction of this era.
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